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Abstract9

A single crystal diamond detector (SC-DD) has been used to obtain the time

structure of bunches with lengths between 4 and 88 ns. This was achieved by

setting an electronic chain based on a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC), which

used the output of the diamond detector as the start of the time interval, and

the accelerator RF as the stop. Moreover, the SC-DD not only provided the

time information, but also the energy of the beam.
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1. Introduction12

Several critical issues have to be addressed in order to construct a high in-13

tensity light or heavy ion beam accelerators. One important concern is the14

measurement of the longitudinal density distribution of the beam. This mea-15

surement has to be mostly performed in the low energy section of the accelerator.16

The SPIRAL2 project [1] located at the GANIL facility (Caen, France) will de-17

liver energetic rare radioactive isotope beams with intensities not yet available18

with presently running machines. It has been decided in the framework of the19

SPIRAL2 preparatory phase (a FWP6 European program) to investigate the20

possibility of design and test a beam monitoring system using diamond detec-21
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The aim ...

CERN scientists authorities interested in the ALTO project have decided to o!er the LIL
(injector of the LEP) front end to the IPN Orsay.
The linac is composed of thermionic gun, a bunching system and a matching section to

Figure 1. Schematic view of the implantation of ALTO in the experimental area of the
Tandem

the linac.
The gun is a thermionic source held to 90 kV, it is designed to provide beam pulses up
to 2 sec in length and peak current of 50 mA. The operating frequency is 100 Hz.
The pre-buncher is a RF cavity 15 mm long working in standing waves mode at 3 GHz. It
is mounted at 100 mm from the buncher. For the transverse focusing of the beam, three
solenoids are installed downstream the gun.
The buncher is a tri-periodical RF structure cavity working in standing waves mode at 3
GHz. The cavity structure is surrounded by a solenoid producing a 0.2 T magnetic field.
The buncher provides an output energy of about 4 MeV. The accelerating section is a
4.5 m long RF cavity operating in travelling waves mode at 3 GHz. The section output
energy is of 46 MeV. In order to match the beam from the buncher exit to the accelerating
section entrance we use one solenoid and one quadrupole triplet. The whole RF structure
(pre-buncher, buncher and accelerating section) is powered by only one 35 MW klystron
TH 2100. The operating of the accelerator at 50 MeV needs a HF power less than 20 MW.
The transport beam line consists of two 65 dipole magnets (R=0.4 m) and seven magnetic
quadrupoles. The first Q-triplet placed behind the accelerating section allows the control

F. Ibrahim et al. / Nuclear Physics A 787 (2007) 110c–117c 111c

Simple and effective diagnostic system.

For energetic radioactive beam with very high intensities.

Reconstruction of the bunches time structure .

Also energy monitoring.

SPIRAL 2 PP framework. 
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Tandem Alto IPN-Orsay
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The setup ...

12C beam

Au Target
1µm

SC-DD
500µm

Interior of the reaction chamber
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Setup schem
atic
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The electronics ...

Model 2145  
Time-to-Amplitude Converter/ 
Single Channel Analyzer

Features
 Usable time range:  
5 ns to 1 ms

 15 ranges of Time-to- 
Amplitude Conversion

 DC coupled for optimum  
count rate performance

 Built-in Single Channel  
Analyzer and linear gate

 COINCidence/ANTICOINCi-
dence gating inputs

 Selectable output delay  
and width

 Adjustable STROBE function

 All functions on front panel

Phone contact information
Benelux/Denmark (32) 2 481 85 30 • Canada 905-660-5373 • Central Europe +43 (0)2230 37000 • France (33) 1 39 48 52 00 • Germany (49) 6142 73820  
Japan 81-3-3500-5808 • Russia (7-495) 429-6577 • Sweden +46 18 14 83 00 • United Kingdom (44) 1235 838333 • United States (1) 203-238-2351

For other international representative offices, visit our web site: http://www.canberra.com or contact the CANBERRA U.S.A. office. 0226 6/07 Printed in U.S.A.

Description
The Model 2145 Time-to-Amplitude Converter/Single 
Channel Analyzer generates a rectangular output 
pulse whose peak amplitude is linearly proportional to 
the time interval between a START and STOP input 
pulse pair. The built-in Time Single Channel Analyzer 
(SCA), COINCidence/ANTICOINCidence gating, 
RESET, STOP INHIBIT features enhance the Model 
2145’s flexibility for your nuclear timing analysis needs.

The basic Time-to-Amplitude Conversion (TAC) analyz-
es the time relationships between random events, such 
as nuclear decay, that occur within a selected interval of 
time. The Model 2145 is ideal for time of flight, positron 
lifetime, pulse shape analysis in particle studies, and 
pulse pair timing in position-sensitive detector systems.

To meet these needs, the Model 2145 offers 15 time 
ranges from 20 ns to 1 ms, with a jumper-selectable time 
offset extending the useful range of the two shortest time 
ranges. The positive unipolar TAC output is essentially 
flat topped for accurate measurement by an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC).

Internal gating prevents a TAC output pulse for overrange START to STOP 
time differences, STOP inputs received prior to an accepted START, and 
START or STOP signals received during the converter busy time. The front 
panel OVERRANGE, VALID CONVERSION and BUSY LEDs simplify setup 
of the instrument. The COINCidence/ANTICOINCidence gating feature per-
mits prompt (early) gating of a START/STOP pulse pair and is best used to 
minimize conversion time on unwanted pulses.

The single channel analyzer portion of the Model 2145 operates on the TAC 
output pulse amplitude, and places equivalent timing restriction on the time 
spectrum being accumulated. For a selected TIME RANGE, a 0 to 100% 
time window can be selected with the front panel TIME and  TIME ten-turn 
locking-dial potentiometers.

An SCA logic output is produced for every TAC pulse whose peak amplitude 
falls between the TIME setting and the sum of TIME plus  TIME settings. A 
front panel SCA IN/OUT switch lets the TAC output be gated by the SCA out-
put, or be generated normally.

Both the TAC and SCA outputs are simultaneously adjustable in width (in-
ternal jumper options for 0.5, 1.0, or 2.5 µs) and are synchronous, so timing 
jitter on the SCA output is essentially non-existent. The front panel DELAY 
allows selection of the delay between the receipt of a STOP signal and the 
generation of an output signal.

 

MSI-8 8 channel preamplifier 
shaper, timing filter box 

 

mesytec GmbH & Co. KG 
wernher-von-braun- str. 1, 85640 putzbrunn, germany 
fon: +49 - 89 / 456007-30, fax : +49 - 89 / 456007-50  

info@mesytec.com  -  www.mesytec.com 
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Geometry: 

 
 
 

Box size: 
 

length = 170 mm  
width = 105 mm  
height = 67 mm 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Preamp+Shaper with energy & time outputs.

Constant Fraction Discriminator avoid time walk.

Time-to-Amplitude Converter, ∆t=6 ps (FWHM).

RF accelerator 2.5 MHz to stop the TAC.

Limits dictated by the electronics. 
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The bunches ... 20 MeV 12C pulsed beam

2 nA @ Fc
150 cps @ DD

50 nA @ Fc
450 cps @ DD

35 nA @ Fc
80 cps @ DD

27 nA @ Fc
80 cps @ DD

3 nA @ Fc
80 cps @ DD
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The energy information ...

In-situ DD calibration ΔE≈51 keV.

DD @ +400 V with Imax < 2 nA

Beam energy spectrum simultaneously.

Constant monitoring of the bunches.
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The conclusions ...

7

Time structure of 4 ns duration bunches has been achieved.

SC-DD has shown very good both time & energy resolution.

Commercially available electronics employed.

The system could well be used for < 1ns bunches.

This has established the bases for a more sophisticated and 

custom beam diagnostic system for SPIRAL2. 
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